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SUMMARY 
In this note we use a “normal form”, due to Sylvester, for the equation of a generic cubic surface 
in rP3(C) to prove that ‘//= {moduli space of pairs ($P) with S smooth cubic surface, P a point 
on S} is rational. We then prove that IOlph = { moduli space of curves of genus three together with 
one odd theta-characteristic} is birational to o// and so rational. 
NOTATIONS 
We denote by IP: the n-dimensional projective space with homogeneous 
coordinates (x0, . . . , x,); by Cz+ ’ the (n + I)-dimensional affine space with 
coordinates (x,,, . . . , x,); by GS the symmetric group on 5 objects (0, 1,2,3,4). 
All the varieties will be defined over 6, the field of complex numbers. 
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1. THE SYLVESTER’S REPRESENTATION OF A GENERIC CUBIC SURFACE 
THEOREM 1.1. (Sylvester). The equation of a generic smooth cubic surface 
* Work partially supported by M.P.I. research funds. 
SC IP: can be written in one and only one way in the following form: 
U-2) i$ AiZ;=O 
where 
i) zo, . . . . z4 are five linear forms determined up to a common non-zero factor, 
four by four linearly independent and satisfying the relation 
(1.3) jio zi=o 
ii) Ao, . . . . A4 are five non zero constants determined up to a common factor. 
Moreover S is singular if and only if 
(1.4) j. h=O* 
PROOF. See [Se], or [B-D.C.] for a short outline of the proof. 
REMARK 1.5. In the proof of theorem 1.1 it is actually shown that a smooth 
cubic surface of equation in the form (1.2) has a unique equation of this kind. 
REMARK 1.6. Theorem (1.1) has been used to prove the rationality of the 
moduli space of smooth cubic surfaces (see [B]). 
An extension of the theorem to the case of cubic surfaces with one ordinary 
double point has been used to prove the rationality of ‘!I&, the moduli space 
of curves of genus two (see [B-D.C.]). 
COROLLARY 1.7. The generic srhooth cubic surface has a trivial group of 
automorphisms. 
PROOF. It is enough to recall that any automorphism of a cubic surface is 
induced by a projective transformation, and to apply Sylvester’s theorem to a 
generic cubic of equation (1.2) in which all the Ai’s are distinct. 
Q.E.D. 
2. RATIONALITY OF WAND OF With 
PROPOSITION 2.1. % is rational. 
PROOF. Let 
H= ((x0, . ..) x4)4 ; x;=O}d3; 
i=O 
p1:lP,4xlP,4+lP,4,pz:P~xP, 4+Pj be the two projection maps. In iF$x P,” we 
consider the subvariety X defined by 
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We have the following facts: 
a) In the family of cubic surfaces pI : X+ Pi the generic cubic surface occurs, 
up to isomorphisms, as a fibre of pl, by theorem 1.1. 
b) Let T=(&,..., A,) be a generic point in Ipj. Then the fibres of pt : X-+ IPZ 
isomorphic to p;‘(T) are exactly the fibres over the points (A a(O)r ** * 7 h(4)) 
V’o E G5. This is an easy consequence of theorem 1.1. 
c) One can regard a point (lo, . . . , z4; x0, . . . . ~~4) EX as a cubic surface (the 
one with equation x4=, &xi” = 0 in H) with a distinguished point on it (the 
point (zo, . . . . x4) E H). Then the point (,v~, . . . , x4) is carried into the point 
@Ok * * * 3 &T(4)) by the projective transformation associated to CJE Gs and 
carrying the cubic surface C:=, &xi’ = 0 into the cubic surface CT=, &x; = 0. 
The previous remarks show that % is birational to X/G, where G5 acts on 
X by 
o(l0, . * *, A,; x0, -. . , x4) = (&T(o), * *. , &,,; X,(O), . . . , X@4)) 
l7’cr~G~l7’(A~ ,..., I,; x0 ,..., x~)EX. 
We consider the birational map 
qw?~xlP,4+lPy4xP~ 
defined by: yi=iliX;, Xi=Xi i=O, . . . . 4. Then X is carried by @ into the sub- 
variety ZC IPy” x Ip; defined by 
(2.2) iio yi=o; j. xi=o. 
The G,-action on X induces via @ on a G,-action on Z and X/G5 is birational 
to ZIGS. In (C; \ (0)) x (Cl \ (0)) we consider the subvariety Z defined by 
the equations (2.2). Pjx P:= {(Cj \ {O})/C*> x {(c: \ {O})/C*} and so 
z = .z/(C “)2. 
Since the (C*)2-action on Z and the natural Gs-action on z” commute we 
have that Z/G5 = (z”/(C *)2)/G5 E (Z/G,)& *)2. We compute the function 
field of Z/G* as follows: let fi(zo, . . . , z4) be the ith elementary symmetric 
function in the indeterminates (zo, . . . , z4); deg J;: = i, and let Aj(xo, . . . ,z4) = 
=.I&, . . . . 0, .a-, z4) that is fi evaluated at (zo, . . . . z4) with 0 in the jth place. 
Then by ([Cal lemma 2.2) the field of rational functions of (C: x C:)/Gs is a 
purely transcendental extension of C generated by the functions 
aj=fi(yo ,..., y4) i= 1, . . . . 5; pi= i x.fJQo, . . . . Y4) i= 1, . . . . 4; j=. .J ’ 
s=ficYoxo, YlXl, --*, Y4X4h 
Let v=fi(xo, . . . . x4), we have the following relation 
Since z” is defined by (pi =0 and y=O (2.2), we get that the field of rational 
functions of Z/G5 is C(a2,a3, cz4,a5; pi, p2,133,&). Therefore Z/G5 is bira- 
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tional to C* with coordinates (a2, . . . , a5; PI , . . . . /3J. The (C *)2-action on Z 
induces a (C *)2-action on @* defined by: 
(kru)(az,...,(x5; Pl,...,P4)= 
= (Pa2, A3a3, 3L4a4, A5a5; l-a,, PA2/32, d3/33, ,d4P4) w, Pu) E (a= *j2. 
Obviously @/G5)/(C *)* is birational to (C*)/(C *)*. Let 
s= (b2, .+.,a5; P1, . ..J34)=qP. = 11 
and 
Gs={(A,,u)~(C*)2:(~,p)~~S VSSES}. 
Then G~=((,I,~)E(C*)~:,U=~~‘}ZC* so we have an action G,xS+S 
given by: 
= (n *a*, A 3a3, ?L 4a4, A 5a5, np,, A 2p3, II 3p4>. 
So S/G,= P6(2, 3,4,5; 1,2,3) = {the weighted projective 6-space with weights 
as in the brackets). A straightforward computation shows that 
(Cl8 \ V(j?,))/(C *)* z S/Gs 
and therefore O& is birational to P6(2, 3,4,5; 1,2,3) and so (easily) rational. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. YRfth is birational to % and so rational. 
PROOF. Let S be a smooth cubic surface C P3, P a point on S not lying on 
any line in S and such that the isomorphism class of the pair (S, P) is in O&. The 
projection of S from P gives a rational map r: S+P* and if crp:S+S is the 
blow up of S at P we get a finite morphism A = r. op:L?-+P2 of degree 2 so a 
smooth double plane. The branch locus of I is a smooth quartic Q in lP* and 
one can see that the image under ;1 of the exceptional divisor E of oP is a 
bitangent line B to Q. B can also be seen as the image in P2 of the tangent 
plane to S at P under the projection r. Thus to the pair (S, P) we associate a 
pair (Q, B) which gives a genus three curve Q and an odd theta-characteristic 
on it. Clearly if (S’, P') is isomorphic to (S, P) the pair (Q’, B') gotten from 
(S’, P') is isomorphic to (Q, B). Thus we have a rational map @: O&+!J.JIfth. We 
prove that @ is invertible on its image. From a pair (Q, B) where Q is a smooth 
plane quartic and B a bitangent to Q one can construct the double plane 
v: F-t P2 branched along Q. v-'(B) is a reducible reduced curve on F con- 
sisting of two rational smooth components E, and E2 meeting transversely at 
two points. Thus (E, .,!I&),=2 and so it follows easily that (&)g= - 1 for 
i= 1,2. Therefore each Ei can be blown down. Let aE,: F-tFi the blow down 
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map contracting E i to a point PiEFi i= 1,2. Since F has a natural involution 
i and i (E l )=E 2 we get a commutative diagram: 
i 
F ,F  
T 
F1 ' / "2  
where/-is the birational map induced by i. tt is easy to check that/ ' is actually 
an isomorphism and that {(PI)= P2. Therefore the pair (F1, P1) is isomorphic 
to (F2,P2). Moreover the anticanonical sheaf of F is v*0p2(1) which, by 
Nakay-Moishezon criterion, is ample. Thus Fis a Del Pezzo surface. Since any 
blow down of a Del Pezzo surface is still a Del Pezzo surface ([Ma] cot 24.5.2), 
F i is a Del Pezzo surface. We have that K2i = K 2 + 1 = 3 so the degree of F i (as 
defined in [MaD is 3 and by [Ma] theor. 24.4 F i can be embedded by ]--KF~ ] 
in [p3 as cubic surface. The proper transforms under aE, of the plane sections 
of F i through Pi correspond exactly to the divisors of the anticanonical linear 
system on F, so the projection of F i from Pi is the map v.ty~ 1 and gives Q 
as a branch locus. The assertion about B is clear. The construction proves that 
~:  ~_~th  is birational. 
Q.E.D. 
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